INTRODUCTION
The problem of interconnect model reduction has gained considerable attention in the EDA community in recent years. Model reduction techniques enable us to capture the interconnect effects with a much shorter com utational time than that required for the simulation of the full circuit.
On P e other hand as the minimum feature sizes shrink to the sub uarter microns, geometrihal variations in the line width, metal height, andlielecuic thickness due to process variations have more ronounced effects on the reliability and performance of VLSI circuits [])?As a consequence, it is crucial to assess the impact of these process vanations on model-order reduction techniques.
Among various classes of model reduction techni ues, the explicit moment matchin algorithms (AWE [2] , RICE [3]) andblov-subspacebased methods (Act [4] , PVL 151, PRIMA [6] ) have received the most attention for enerating reduced order models of the interconnects. The computation8 complexity of these model-order reduction techniques is due to the matrix-vector products. However, these methods do not provide a provable error bound for the reduced system.
An alternative to these model reduction techniques that has seen renewed interest and consideration arc the balanced realization techniques [7l, [8] , [9] . Balanced realization techniques have not received the ?me attention as lov-based and Pade-based model reducuon techniques partly becaus3ese methods normally re uire time-consuming computations [7] . A reduced system using the b&inced realization technique is guaranteed to be stable. Moreover, a provable error bound does exist for this class of model-order reducfion techniques.
In the balanced realization-based model reduction methods, each state is equally controllable and observable, and the reduced-order model of the orignal transfer function is derived by minimieg the Hankel-nom of the error between the transfer functions of the on al and the approximated s stem. Paper [8] uses the truncated balanc8ealization as well as the Lhur decomposition method to develop an efficient numerical method for the order reduction of a large linear time-invariant (LTI) system. The bottleneck in balanced truncahon methods is the computational com lexity incorporated in solving the Lyapunov equations. Papers [9] and [1& propose efficient algorithms to solve the two Lyapunov equations in order to obtain the controllability and the observability ans. The algorithms are based on the Alternated Direction Implicit m e t h o d that was pm-
posedin Ill].
A shortcoming of these model reduction techniques is that they do not reshape the frequency spectrum to emphasize error minimization in some frequency ran e of interest. Furthermore, the also do not address the numerical difaculties when the system is n a r y uncontrollable or unobservable. In papa [12] , a new numerically stable, frequency-weighted balanced truncation technique was presented. The proposed method gives a definite a priori error bound and is uaranteed to be stable even when both input and output weightings are utiized at the same time.
Analyzin the interconnect without taking into account the rather large 
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In this section, first. we briefly explain the conventional balanced truncation method. Next, a brief discussion about the effect of process variations on interconnect modeling will be provided.
2.a. An overview of balanced realization
Consider a network consisting of inductances, capacitances, and resistances. Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) can be used to obtain the following system of equations:
(1) where the state vector x represents the vector of N node voltages across circuit capacitances and voltage sources and the vector of M cuxrents flowing through inductors and current sources. In addition: where e,, = B = L-'B, AP+PA'+BB' = 0 ; A'Q+QA+CTC = 0
The controllability and observability grammians give some intnesting insights about the system characteristics. A articularly interesting property is that the ~a n k e l sin ular .values of tie s stem transfer function, H(s), are the square-roots ofthe eigenvalues of P& Each Hankel sin ular value represents the ene y exerted by the correspondin state varia%le in the controllability and Zservability map of the balancef system. It can be proved that there exists a similarity rransformation matrix T such that the controllability and observability grammians of the new system (A,, B,, C,) are equal and diagonal: a g ( a , , G oi(H(s)) = {M'Q)I1'Z 
2.b. Modeling of interconnect variations
Due to process variations, interconnect technology parameters are varying substantially. These parameters can have as much as a 30 % variation off their nominal values [I]. Therefore, the effect of the process variations on the interconnect delay and crosstalk should be taken mto consideration. A common a proach to anticipate these variations in the design IS the conventional s$ew-corner, worst-case modeling. This method, however, is too conservative because the probability of all 3-U process corn? values occurring simultaneously is very smgl. As a consequence, statlstlcallybased worst-case interconnect modehgs using Monte-carlo simulation have been pro sed [16], [17J These approaches, however, fail to handle large circuits E t exist in real1 To alleviate the roblem of havlng large computational complexity (as 20 mentioned in $33) the effect of process variahons must be taken into. accopt in model-order reduchon algorithms. Furthermore, the resulhng vanational reduced-order model needs to converge to the reduced-order model of the nominal network when all the parameter variations are zero.
BALANCED TRUNCATION WITH SPECTRAL SHAPING
We have seen that balanced realization is an attractive model reduction techni ue due to the fact that it gives a provable L"-error bound for the reduc&oder system. Even more attractlve is a balanced truncation technique extended to include weighting on the input and/or output.
To determine the state-space characteristics of the new augmented system, we are faced with two basic questions that must be answered 1. What set of points in the x-state s ace could be a art of the zero initial condition response for the weighteainput denoted gy q(t)?
2. What set of points in the x-state space as initial conditions could produce a weighted output denoted by &)?
Consider the statespace representation of a set of ti htly coupled RLC interconnects given by equaUons (3) and (4). The goafof the frequencyweighted balanced realization technique is to calculate Ht(s) of degree k (k c n), making
II%(s) (H(s) -HS(s))Ws) U-(13)
as small as possible. To obtain such a reduced n stem we first calculate the grammians of the augmented s stem and go $rough the same steps that were taken for a unrty-weighteisystem. ~irst, we write the Laplace transformation of the input and output weighting functions: fi and Q denote the solutions of the following Lyapunov equaWe find that the transformation matrix that simultaneously diago-
Similar to the unit-weighted balanced truncation method, this transformation matrix, 'f , is used to map the original system to a new coordinate transformed system. The reduced-order system is then obtained from the transformed system. Note that .f contains the characteristics of the weighting functions. The input and output weightings are determined based on the range of frequencies where we would like to have the maximum accuracy. The nalizes @ and Q is as follows: 
VARIATIONAL SPECTRALLY-WEIGHTED BALANCED TRUNCATION
Characterization of the interconnect geometry variation is an important issue in deepsubmicron VLSI technology. In order to accurately assess the performance of an interconnect system, it is essential to characterize the mtemnnect geometry, which in turn specifies the interconnect arasitics [13]. From a designer point of view, one imr$mt.source otthe IC performance variability is the physical spun% o vanabhty [19] . For the purpose of design performance evaluahon, we are concerned with two possible cases here. The first one includes the case where the interconnect (or device) parameters are constant within a die but vary within a wafer or a lot. In the second case, the device and interconnect ammeters vary within a die. The inter-die variability can be minimized using several techni ues and corrections during the fabrication proceshue to its relatively low sgtial tiy uency and smoothness, simple models can be used to describe e wafer eve1 variations. As a result, the wafer level variation can be modeled locally (within the die) as a linear function of the position wthin the die:
where the model parameters 4 , A@=, and A% are random variables and have joint probability density functions. For instance, for a given metal wire. if we h o w that there is a width variation of wI and a height variation of wz , then the resistance and capacitance of that particular metal wire are: = CO + ACIWI + ACZWZ = CO + AC or in general, for the susceptance and conductance matrices of the interconnect system that are exposed to the process variations, we have:
(33) (34) To obtain a balanced truncation technique that takes the process variations into account. we first find the new system matrix A, , (the so-called perturbed system matrix) of the interconnect that is affected by process variation in terms of the ideal system matrix, A, and the perturbed susceptance and conductance matrices AL and A G . Lemma 1 helps us determine this new system matrix.
Le-
1. Given an LTI system whose state-space representation is provided by equations ( The balanced realization approach directly utilizes the balancing transformation to project the exishng system to a new system whose controllability and observability grammians are identical and diagonalized. (3) and 6). Suppose that the system matrix A E %""" is perturbed b AAE %"'". The resulting perturbed system has the following controlla&lity and observability grammians:
P,, S ATP AT' (37)

Qvar
AT'Q AT (38)
where According to Theorem 1, any perturbation in the system matrix manifests itself as a congruence transformation, AT, that maps the observability and controllability grammians of the system to the ones for the new perturbed system demonstrated by equations (37) and (38).
To account for the effect of process variations in our proposed modelorder reduction technique, we .$rectly utilize Theorem 1 in our algorithm. Moreover, our p?pos+ technique also reshapes the estimated error in the frequency doman using the technique descnbed in section 3 and thus gives rise to a reduced order system with more accurate time and frequency domain responses. Com aring our proposed algorithm with the work in [13] on the variational &lov-subspace-model-reduction, we can theoretically prove the superiority of the truncated balanced Tealization techni ue in terms of its computational complexity. More s ecifically. the PRIMI-based variational order-reduction pro sed in [lR involves the calculation of an expanded Krylov-subspace w g s e projection matrix is as follows:
where w, and w2 are dimensional variations. AX, 's are computed by choosing a set of sample points. A variational reduced-order model can then be constructed by inserting the resulting variational Krylov-subspace into the PRIMA equations. The geometrical variations of interconnects are r a n d o m y s e s . So are the corresponding variations on the interconnect electric parameters. Therefore, we have to consider an interval for the dimensional variations. Hence the whole model-reduction technique would be very time-consuming and even impossible to use when handllng very large circuits.
There are, however, some problems that need to be taken into account:
We still need to solve the Lyapunov equations to obtain the grammians of the system. To efficientl solve the Lyapunov equations we make use of the AD1 procedure fi 11, which is an iterative method for The calculations required to construct the balancing transformation T are complicated and sensitive to numerical errors. In particular, the balancing transformation T may be poorly conditioned when matrix PQ has a high condition number'. Paper 1151 proposes an algorithm where the balancing is avoided altogether. and as a result the numencal difficulttes are never encountered. However, this algorithm involves solvin an eigenvalue roblem whose dimension is as large as the order of tie origmal transfer hction.
We can avoid the problem of solving a large ei envalue problem by using the Krylov subspace-based methods. In fact revisiting the balanced realization method reveals that it is only necess the first k largest ei envalues of the matrix product F Q anxi ; responding left anfright eigenvectors. Based on this observation, a modified version of Safanov's algorithm is utilized here. Recall that PQ is a large symmetric matrix, which will also be a positive definite 
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Using lemma 1, Determine matrix AA.
Using Theorem 1, compute perturbing congruence transformation, AT. Using the AD1 iteration, compute the controllability and observability ammians of P and a of the original spectrally-weighted systemfy solving the Lyapunov equations (19) and (20).
Apply perturbing congruence trar2fomation AT on the n x n up er left comer blocks of P and Q specified b matrices P and Q in $. (18), and construct new perturbed controdbility and observability grammians, and QWr.
Use equations (23) 
AA.
As an interestin special case, consider the tightly coupled RLC interconnects, It is easi& proved that, for this case, the system matrix A is a symmemc positive-definite mamx. Under these circumstances, the following theorem proves useful in findin the upper and lower limits of variations in the poles of the system trans& funchon of tightly coupled RLC interconnects that are subject to the process variations: Theorem 3 [141. Given an LTI system whose state-space representation is given by equations (3) and (41, if the system matrix A E '3""" i s perhubed by AAE %"'" due to the process variation, then the following inequalihes hold:
where AA is given by lemma 1.
Accordin to Theorem 3, the magnitude of difference between poles of the perturbeisystem and those of the original system is limited by the 2-norm of the perturbed matrix, A A .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the variational spectrally-weighted balanced truncation model-order reduction technique ( r e f e e to as VSWB.T) is evaluated b perfonrung experiments on some global interconnect lines such as c l o d trees, and coupled lines. First, the spectrally-weighted balanced truncation (SWBT) technique is demonstrated and the result of applying this algorithm is compared with those obtained by utilizing our implementations of PRIMA [6] and the truncated balanced realization using Vector AD1 (VADI) [9] . We then apply the VSWBT method to study the im act of the interconnect process variations on the timing performance o?the clock trees and cou led busses. Finally the accuracy of VSWBT is validated by using it to re&e the order of an arbitrary stable LTI system that is subject to the perturbahon.
5.a. W O capacitively coupled interconnects
We conyare the performances of the model reduction of two capacitivel -coup ed transmission lines. The order of the reduced order system is 3. d e circuit is depicted in Fig. 1 . The Bode diagram of the origmal system along with the reduced systems obtained by using three approaches (PRIMA! VADI, SWBT) are also shown in Fig. 2 . The From Fig. 2 , we observe that the frequency response of the reduced order system obtained by SWBT closely follows the frequenc response of the original system, especia!ly in the low fr uency range. Somparing the bode diagrams clearl indicates that SWB? is much more accurate than PRIMA and also V A h in generating the reduced-order model. 
5.b. H-tree clock distribution
The clock tree is routed using the TSMC 0 . 2 5~ digital CMOS technolog library. The clock tree is an H-tree clock distnbution with tapered b&m at the root of the tree as shown in Fig. 3 . The desi target of the on-chip clock -?cy is 1.0 GHz. The clock tree is m&ed by a large RLC cmuit. Eac wre segment in Fig. 3 
I
From Table 1 , it is clear that our ap'pach can predict the 50% delays more accurately for all possible 3-a vanations of the metal and ILD la ers that are indicated in Table 1 . By comparing-the number of flops A m MATLAB simulation, the CPU-time for our method is, on average, 5% faster than the work reported in [ 131. The height and width of the metal layer F e subject to +30 . I variations. Again we erformed 20 experiments with normally distributed random variations. %he result of these 20 experiments is shown in 
5.c. Two capacitively coupled interconnects
5.d. A general example
To demonstrate the accuracy and validity of VSWBT on any arbitrary stable LTI system exposed to perturbations, we started from an arbitrary state-space specificahon of an LTI system with 20 poles and 13 zeros, which is shown in the pole-zero.ma of Flg. 5. Suppose that . a h and every element of the system mamx a expenences a normally dtsmbuted random rturbation with a standard deviation of 30% around the no& value.
order of the reduced order system is 3. We would also like to A vatiational sgtrally-weighted Muced-order model is derived using two approaches. e first ap roach IS to calculate the rturbed system matrix and then directly apph the spectral1 weighted%lanced truncation. The second approach is to use the V S W h technique. Fig. 6 shows and compares the bode diagram of the magnitude response, the bode diagram of phase res onse, the impulse response of the on inal perturbed system, the reducef-order system usin direct order reckction technique, and the reduced-order system using 6SWBT algorithm. As can be. seen fTm Fjg. 6 ,,the hfference between the two order reduction approaches is ind~stmguishable. Remember that a plymg the direct mode-order reduction technique on a large system o?parametervarying interconnects to generate the reduced order system is very time consuming. The reason for this is that the dmct order reduction al orithm must be run on the system each time under different offset values f r electrical parameters of the interconnect.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a variational spectrally-weighted balanced truncation technique for the model-order reduction of geometrically varying multiport RLC interconnects was pm sed. It was shown that the balanced truncation technique is a highly e g t i v e approach when the va$ations in $e circuit parameters need to be taken into consideration. Vanous expenments demonstrate that the computational requirement of the variational s ec trally-weighted balanced truncation approach is 5% lower than that o f t h i variational Krylov-subspace-based model-order reduction techniques while the accuracy is also 20% higher, on average. 
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